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Wiley X will be entering the prestigious Best New Product Awards at EFTTEX 2017 for the first 
time as well as the 2017 New Product Showcase at ICAST, both of which will include these three 

outstanding new models that feature the proven Kryptek camouflage design and Wiley X technology.

A ll three models combine Wiley X 
frames, crystal-clear vision and 
military-grade eye protection 

with the unique functional styling 
and a complementary pattern from 
Kryptek, a leading American developer 
of battlefield-based, back-country-ready 
camouflage.

All Wiley X polarised styles are 
delivered with a scratch-resistant coating 
protecting the lenses against damage and 
extending their life. On the outside of the 
lenses, all polarised versions are produced 
with a hydrophobic coating, which lets 
the water slide off instead of sticking 
to the lenses, and they have an anti-

reflective coating on the inside, which 
will eliminate distracting reflections on 
the lenses’ surface. To top it all off, Wiley 
X provides all eyewear styles with a 
lifetime limited guarantee.

All Wiley X polarised styles will be 
displayed at the Wiley X stand (CP35) at 
EFTTEX and booth #1021 at ICAST. 
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planning to put the 
competition in the shade
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OMEGA  
Those with a passion for offshore angling will love the WX 
Omega, featuring polarised emerald mirror lenses with an 
Active Lifestyle Series frame in Kryptek Neptune camouflage. 
The amber lenses with the emerald mirror amplify colour 
contrast and deliver high visual definition. This cool, shadowy 
blue camou embodies the spirit of blue-water game fishing. 
Wiley X’s combination of eight-layer polarisation, amber 
tint and emerald mirror coating gives fishermen the ability 
to visually pierce the surface and detect cruising game fish, 
shoals of baitfish and predators hiding beneath weed lines.

BOSS  
The Climate Control Series WX Boss features a sleek, 
wraparound frame with polarised Venice gold mirror 
lenses. The advanced glare-cutting capability and 
amber-tinted lenses, which improve contrast and depth 
perception, make them a versatile choice for a wide range 
of outdoor activities, especially those near water, snow 
and other reflective environments. Like all sunglasses in 
the Climate Control family, this new model features a 
soft, removable Facial Cavity seal that blocks out wind, 
airborne debris and reflected light. This WX Boss frame is 
finished in Kryptek Highlander camouflage.

Model #ACOME12

Model #CHVAL12

VALOR    
Wiley X’s popular Changeable Series WX Valor is now 

available with a Kryptek Typhon frame. This dark-as-night 
pattern is the perfect complement to the WX Valor’s stealthy 

look and no-nonsense performance. They feature polarised 
smoke grey lenses providing clear, distraction-free vision in 

a wide range of environments. The lenses will not distort 
colours and are excellent in bright and glary conditions. Like 

all Changeable Series models, the WX Valor allows for easy 
removal and insertion of accessory lenses in the field. The 
WX Valor also features a double-injected nose bridge and 

temples for a comfortable, secure fit.

Model # CCBOS12


